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Abstract
Collisions with beams of highly asymmetric rigidities

(proton-Gold and proton-Aluminum) were provided for the

RHIC physics programs in 2015. Magnets were moved for

the first time in RHIC prior to the run to accommodate the

asymmetric beam trajectories during acceleration and at

store. A special ramping scheme was designed to keep the

revolution frequencies of the beams in the two rings equal.

The unique operational experience of the asymmetric run

will be reviewed.

INTRODUCTION
The revolution frequencies of two asymmetric beams

need to be matched both at store and during acceleration at

RHIC [1–3]. This requires the energy per nucleon for both

beams be close but not equal due to minor difference in path

length. The beam rigidities differ by a factor of 2.5 for p and

Au. Therefore the orbits and acceleration cycle for p-Au/Al

programs were different from symmetric species.

The orbits of both beams shift towards the Yellow beam

line horizontally in the interaction regions (IRs). RHIC is a

collider with two nearly independent rings, and DX magnets,

which combine two beams at the IRs, as the only common

dipole magnet. The orbits (Fig. 1) shift horizontally when

two beams with unequal rigidities going through a common

dipole magnet. As the result, the DX magnets and other

components need to be moved to make enough aperture for

the beams [4].

The ramp is designed as two parts to be able to match the

frequencies of two beams as shown in Fig. 2. All species

are injected into RHIC with more or less the same beam

rigidity for high energy collisions. The Au beam injection

energy can’t be raised enough to match that of proton beam

due to the limit of the injection kicker strength (86 Tm). It is

unfavorable to lower the proton beam injection energy below

transition ( 22 GeV) to match the frequency of the gold beam.

Therefore, the gold beam is accelerated to an intermediate

energy, then proton beam is injected with matched frequency

and both beams are accelerated to top energies. The first part

of the ramp was tested in 2014 with a conclusion that there is
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Figure 1: The orbits at STAR experiment in p-Au run. The

Blue and Yellow beams collide head-on with a common

angle of 3.62 mrad. The two magnets closer to IP (at 0 m)

are the common DX magnets. The other four are the D0

magnets.

no instability issue of Au beam sitting close to transition [5].

Figure 2: The acceleration cycle for p-Au. The Au beam

is injected at γ = 10.5. It is accelerated above transition to
γ = 25.4 during a mini-ramp. While the Au beam sits on the

porch, the polarized proton beam is injected with matched

frequency. Then both beams are accelerated to top energies.

The proton beam energy was chosen for the required

center-of-mass energy. Proton beam energy at store is usu-

ally set at Gγ equals half integer for better polarization life-
time, G = 1.793 is the anomalous magnetic moment for
protons. Au beam energy is therefore determined to match

beam frequencies. The center-of-mass energy of p-Au is

required to be close to that of p-p in 2015 (200 GeV/n). If

the proton energy was kept at 100 GeV/n (Gγ = 191.5), the
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center-of-mass energy of p-Au would be 195 GeV/n. To have

the center-of-mass energy of p-Au as 200.6 GeV/n, which

is as close to 200 GeV/n as can be, the Gγ would be 197.5.
In the end, the proton Gγ was set to 198.5 where there was
no strong intrinsic depolarization resonance nearby and the

center-of-mass energy (201.6 GeV/n) was close enough to

200 GeV/n.

OPERATIONS REVIEW
Operations Overview
The operation was more complicated compared to pre-

vious runs due to the special ramp design. The operators

needed to tune proton beam in the injectors to make sure

transmission, polarization and other parameters are accept-

able. Then the operation mode switched to gold, which

involves ramping down cold snake in AGS (6 minutes), tun-

ing gold beam in the injectors and so on. With some tuning

in RHIC, gold beamwas filled in the Yellow ring and acceler-

ated to cross transition. At the same time the operation mode

switched back to proton in the injectors which ramps up the

cold snake. Tuning of proton beam in RHIC was under time

pressure because of beam emittance dilution of Au beam

due to intra-beam scattering (IBS) while it sits on the porch

just above transition. Then proton beam was filled in the

Blue ring and both beams were accelerated to top energies.

With the automation of mode-switching, the operators were

able to keep the turn-around time between 7-hour stores on

the same level as a symmetric run. The average was 1.74

hrs in p-Au (1.18 & 3.75 hrs for 25th% & 75th%), 1.82 hrs

in p-Al (1.22 & 2.58 hrs for 25th% & 75th%).

Beam Emittance
The beam emittance of both beams are critical for not only

the delivered luminosity but also for clean background at

experiments. While the gold beam stays at the intermediate

energy on the porch for ∼30 minutes, beam emittance dilutes

due to IBS effect. Because the proton bunch intensity was

two orders of magnitude larger than the Au intensity, stochas-

tic cooling [6] was only able to operate in the Yellow ring for

gold beam at store. In the first half of p-Au run, the proton

beam loss rate showed strong dependency on the cooling

speed. The cooling was first set with the full strength for

∼ 3 hrs guided by simulations and operational experience.
Then the strength was reduced to keep emittance of gold

beam constant afterwards. The goal was to maximize the

integrated luminosity and keep the background at STAR

from the proton beam loss acceptable. For the second half

of the run, proton beam loss was much reduced with a new

working point at injection, so that the cooling was on with

full strength for the majority part of a store until the proton

beam loss approached 10%/hr.

At the beginning of the run, the working point for proton

beam was set to be (0.6926, 0.6898 ). It was reverted back to

the nominal working point at (0.695, 0.692). The beam loss

rate at injection was reduced from 100%/hr down to 20%/hr.

Loss rate on the ramp was reduced as well. The proton beam

emittance was reduced at injection, during acceleration and

at store. The peak collision rate increased from mid 20s kHz

to mid 30s kHz with all other conditions identical.

Figure 3: The impact of proton injection working point on

the experiments collision rates. The beam intensities for fill

19100 and 19161 are the same. The working point for fill

19161 was at nominal (0.695, 0.692). The working point for

fill 19100 was at (0.6926, 0.6898).

Beam Intensity
The intensity of proton beam was improved by employing

the second harmonic cavity in the Booster. To combat space

charge effect at Booster injection, the second harmonic cavity

was phased 180 degrees from the main cavity to lengthen

the bunch [7]. As a result, the transverse emittance in AGS

and RHIC were reduced by 20%. The proton intensity was

improved to 2.5 × 1011 with beam polarization in the upper

50s percent.

Neither the proton nor gold beam intensity provided by

the injectors was beam-beam limited in RHIC [3]. The

intensity would be 4 × 1011 for proton and 4 × 109 for Au
to reach beam-beam limit, which is the same as the beam-

beam parameter for 1.6 × 1011 pp run. Major beam loss for

the Au beam is at transition. The ramp rate at transition

for the mini-ramp is slower than that of Au-Au ramp. With

tuning, the transmission efficiency (93%) was just a little

lower than Au-Au (95%). A 6-3-1 merge scheme in AGS

was successfully implemented [8]. The bunches with 20%

higher intensity were ramped in RHIC. The test ramp with

12 bunches was successful. The ramp with full machine

was aborted due to too much de-bunched beam. Intensity

dependency of the polarization were observed both in the

injectors and RHIC. Therefore, proton beam intensity was

set at 2.3 × 1011 ppb for most part of the asymmetric run to
keep store polarization around 60%. Al intensity provided

by the injectors was higher than what RHIC can take in

2015. With > 1.3 × 1010 ppb, loss at transition crossing
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was too much, and there was also difficulty associated with

re-bucketing.

Lattice
For 100 GeV p-p run in 2015, a new lattice [9] was de-

signed with a multiple of 180 degrees phase advance from

e-lens [10] to IP8 with corrected magnet transfer functions.

Even though it was not necessary to compensate beam-beam

using e-lens, the same lattice was used in the proton ring for

p-Au/Al run because better dynamic aperture performance

demonstrated during p-p run. The lattice for Au and Al

beams in p-Au/Al were the same as in 2014 100 GeV Au-Au

run.

PERFORMANCE REVIEW
The average polarization of the proton beam at store were

60% and 54% for p-Au and p-Al run, as measured by a

polarized hydrogen jet polarimeter.

The integrated luminosities of p-Au/Al run either met

or exceeded the requirements from the experiments. Due

to a STAR magnet transformer over-heating, there was no

data taking for the last 3 days in STAR. Without the STAR

solenoid magnet, electron clouds can form inside the experi-

ment beam pipe. To keep the pressure rise due to secondary

electron emission under 10−7 Torr, the beam intensity was

kept at 2 × 1011 ppb for proton and 1 × 1010 ppb for Al.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
To combat longitudinal diffusion at store, a superconduct-

ing 56 MHz cavity was designed as a common component

for both beams [11,12]. The tests and operation in 2014 was

limited by the heating of the HOM couplers. Beam study in

2015 without HOMs showed HOMmode damping is critical

for cavity operation. The cavity frequency sweeps through

first four monopole HOM resonance lines within the full tun-

ing range. Beam is affected greatly by the excited HOMs in

the cavity. During p-Au operation, HOM modes excited by

off-center proton beam blows up the longitudinal emittance.

Solution was to use the fundamental power coupler (FPC)

as a HOM damper.

Even though the intensity of proton beam was not beam-

beam limited, the fact that the tunes (0.6884/0.6834 for pro-

ton, 0.228/0.226 for Au/Al) are far away for p-Au/Al pro-

vided a unique chance for beam-beam compensation study

with e-lens [10] due to the absence of coherent beam-beam

modes. With reduced proton beam angle, electron beam

was aligned to the proton beam, and tune spread compres-

sion due to the electron lens could be measured with beam

transfer functions.

To combat the possible beam instability with e-lens

solenoid, transverse bunch-by-bunch dampers were designed

for both beams in both planes. Beam tests were done suc-

cessfully except for Yellow horizontal due to a hardware

issue. However, beam loss was observed while trying to

engage the feedback for operation.

SUMMARY
RHIC p-Au and p-Al runs in 2015 were challenging, but

successful. The collision of proton and even heavier ions

than gold is possible with similar machine configurations

for p-Au collision. The operational experience of p-Au and

p-Al special ramp is unique. The 1.75-hr turn-around time

between stores was realized by quick mode switching of the

injectors and professionalism of the operators. The switch-

ing from p-Au to p-Al run took only 16 hrs, the quickest

mode switch in RHIC history.
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